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What is driving China’s security engagement with Central Asia? 
 
Introduction 
 
China has traditionally been reluctant to engage in the Central Asian (CA) region in military terms, 
at least directly, much due to its own military weakness but also due to its domestic focus, military 
strategy, as well as the possible negative international perception overt Chinese military engagement 
or even intervention would entail.* This has changed in the last few years, however, and China is 
taking small but important steps not only towards greater military cooperation with the states in the 
region, but also adopting a broader security interest and strategies in the region that go beyond the 
Uighur situation in Xinjiang. In fact, nowhere else has China engaged in the same number of military 
exercises or had the same depth of regional cooperation in security issues.  
 
That said, Chinese security engagement in the region remains modest, not least due to the fact that 
Russia views China’s rise in the region as a zero-sum game that threatens to eclipse Russia as the 
preeminent security actor in the region.1 Furthermore, the fact remains that China’s primary current 
security interest in Central Asia is still mostly related to domestic security concerns, and not least the 
increased disturbances in its western regions (primarily Xinjiang) during 2014. Nevertheless, China 
has increasingly engaged CA in the security field to counter the development of rampant extremism 
and terrorism, failing states, government-sponsored organized crime, direct or indirect support for 
separatism in China, and not least securing trade and transit trade.  
 
First priorities and secondary concerns 
While China’s inroads into the economic sector, and then in particular the energy sector, of the region 
have been significant, the same has not yet been true for the security sector.2 For China the economy 
has hitherto been the overriding concern together with internal security considerations (questions 
related to Xinjiang). Despite the fact that security concerns have grown, not least due to the situation 
in Afghanistan, it is also clear that Central Asia is not a priority region for China. Chinese security 
focus is very much centered on the United States, Asia-Pacific, and even Europe before Central Asia. 
This is despite CA’s geographical proximity, the instability of the region, and the growing problem 
of the criminalization of the governments in the region and the connection to radicalization.  
 
China has been reacting to Russia’s economic withdrawal from the region with the independence of 
the Central Asian states in 1991, and has increasingly sprinkled its economic engagement with larger 
security engagements with the member states of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). Not 
only this but China has also closely observed the United States’ role in the region, and in particular 
the proposed U.S. departure (albeit which suddenly does not seem so imminent) from Afghanistan 
and the impact this may have on China’s internal security issues. It is evident that it is not, and 
arguably it is not in any region, a question of counter-balancing but rather a question of filling an 
unwanted void.3 In fact, there is a perception that a U.S. departure from Afghanistan could create 
more security challenges and a rampant growth in militant and extremist organizations.4 If this would 
happen, there could be an influx of radicalization to Tajikistan and Pakistan, both of which have easy 

* This report for the hearing is primarily based on a conference paper by Niklas Swanström for a conference on 
“Understanding the Chinese Way of War” organized by National Bureau of Asian Research, Strategic Institute of 
the U.S. Army War College, and the U.S. Pacific Command Colloquium (March 13-15, 2015) and a book edited by 
Robert Bedeski and Niklas Swanström, Eurasia’s Ascent in Energy and Geopolitics: Rivalry or partnership for 
China, Russia and Central Asia?, (eds), Routledge, Abingdon, 2012. 
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border access with China and specifically Xinjiang. Therefore China has been a strong supporter of 
any multilateral attempt to strengthen Afghanistan but also the Central Asian region, as long as it 
ensures national sovereignty, respect for territorial integrity, and excludes foreign hegemons (read 
the U.S.).  
 
The focus from China was initially exclusively on its own internal security challenges—a focus 
which was artificially disattached from the regional context. Part of the problem is the Chinese 
reluctance to take greater regional responsibility, which possibly can be attributed to its own 
weakness, and that it has refrained from dominating or even engaging CA on the more difficult issues. 
The reluctance to engage CA on security issues that could lead to military engagement from the 
Chinese side is founded in a three-pronged reasoning: the weakness of CA institutions, the relative 
weakness of the Chinese military, and perhaps most importantly the fear of alienating Russia (which 
has been an important instrument for China when it has been pressured by the West, but which has 
viewed the Chinese return to CA as a zero-sum game that Russia has been losing). This does not 
exclude a Chinese security policy that could be against U.S. interests (or for that matter Russia’s) or 
a more assertive policy in the future; but more importantly the prior strategies have been founded in 
a failure to understand the regional context and its implications on China. Moreover, the central 
government in Beijing has not always been in agreement with the governments in the provinces on 
how to manage trade and security issues, domestic and regional. The same could, to some extent, be 
seen between different organizations in China dealing with security as well as economy, such as the 
Ministries of National Defense and State Security.  
 
China’s new security strategy towards Greater Central Asia 
Among many analysts in China, and especially in the military circles, there is a perception that the 
United States is attempting to block China in East Asia and undermine its relations in Southeast Asia 
(something that they consider to be apparent in the South China Sea and increasingly in Myanmar). 
The U.S. alliance system in East Asia and its good relations with a number of states in Southeast 
Asia is, by the same perception, minimizing China’s possibility to break the perceived encirclement. 
But while interactions with the United States are seen as a zero-sum game, the situation vis-à-vis CA 
is very different.5 Greater Central Asia has accordingly been given a more prominent position in 
China’s foreign and security policy under President Xi Jinping and there has been a rather vibrant 
discussion about China’s “March West” “西进” (Xijin).6  
 
Insecurity is the main driver of China’s security engagement in CA (in contrast to countering other 
actors or any geopolitical dimension). China’s western neighborhood is characterized by insecurity 
with the arch of instability ranging from Pakistan to Kyrgyzstan, with the states of the region having 
become a hotbed for extremism and political radicalization. This problem is made worse by the fact 
that China’s western border is vulnerable, with its own separatist groups and political/religious 
radicalization, criminal groups that could collaborate with governments and groups in CA, and which 
can easily cross the Chinese border which remains poorly guarded. Indeed, the situation in Xinjiang 
and CA was very much one of the drivers behind the Chinese concept of the “three evils,” that is, 
separatism, terrorism, and religious extremism “三股势力” (sangu shili); organized crime could also 
be added as a fourth evil. 7  The linkages between internal and external security have become 
increasingly apparent and China has subsequently increased its cooperation with the CA states. The 
mantra of the three evils also became a basic foundation of the SCO, which was established in 2001, 
and expanded China’s security cooperation in the region.8  
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While controlling the Uighur situation in Xinjiang looms large in the Chinese and Western media, 
the issue has arguably decreased in relative importance in favor of a more diversified security interest 
that combines maintaining domestic (Xinjiang) as well as regional stability and economic progress 
to establish some form of long-term development. Therefore, at the same time as curbing any political 
support to alleged Uighur separatist and militants in CA (albeit a support that has largely been 
lacking), there is also a broader understanding of the causes of the militancy, and maybe an 
understanding that the Uighur militants are not as many, or do not have a broad base support among 
the Uighur community, as is conventionally believed. Today it is better understood that to decrease 
tensions, economic and social improvements need to be in place, and CA is central for this strategy 
even if there are still problems of implementation and government actions sometimes run counter to 
long-term resolution.9 Here is a discrepancy in terms of perception and actions taken between the 
local government and the central government that view the situation in different lights. The local 
government tends to be more interested in cross-border barter trade while the central government is 
more concerned with the long-term strategic issues. This is a division that could be an issue at times; 
indeed, the local government tends to be much more powerful in the implementation phase of polices 
and can adjust policies more often than is commonly believed.10 Moreover, there is a tendency for 
some local institutions to turn a blind eye to the thriving grey and black trade, much to the chagrin 
of Beijing that is forced to deal with the negative consequences.  
 
Western China is still almost completely dependent on the continued trade and interaction with the 
CA states, a trade that in turn depends on people-to-people relations being as frictionless as possible. 
Economic development is the central pillar in the strategy to pacify the separatists as well as 
stabilizing its western border; even if some of the more hardline separatists would argue that this 
development is undermining their culture and that the Uighur community is excluded, such a policy 
would most likely have positive effects if successfully implemented. Eighty-three percent of 
Xinjiang’s total trade is with the Central Asian states, and 80 percent of China’s total trade with CA 
transits Xinjiang.11 This means that the Xinjiang economy, and its stability, largely depends on the 
security and economic development of CA. Hindrances to trade from Xinjiang to CA would have a 
direct impact on Chinese national security and social stability in its western province.12  
 
Economic instability and the impact on political stability in CA has become a serious concern for 
China, not least as the regional governments are under constant attack from both criminal and 
extremist organizations. Both the local and national governments in China have seen the impact of 
this criminalization and radicalization of CA in China, but also the impact from Uighur militants that 
have received training (to a lesser degree) but more significantly intellectual and moral support from 
non-governmental actors in CA. It is also a central concern for China to maintain secularized and 
politically friendly governments in CA; this does not necessarily indicate that they oppose democratic 
governments but definitely governments that could harbor anti-Chinese views. The establishment of 
religiously directed governments or Western (or Russia) oriented governments would decrease 
Chinese influence in the region, something that is against the long-term interest of China.  
 
China is not counter-balancing the United States as it is not in its strategic interest or within its 
capability to do this short term, but rather constraining others from dominating and excluding China 
in what it considers to be its own backyard. The Eurasian Union established by Russia is however a 
direct attempt to decrease the Chinese influence; and while not favorably viewed by Beijing even if 
its displeasure is not voiced, the limitations of the Union are in any case apparent, especially if the 
energy prices remain low and the Russian economy continues to falter. It is very unlikely that Russia 
could compete with the Chinese economy, and the Chinese concern is more in the security area. The 
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increased security cooperation with the regional governments is one of the strategies for long-term 
engagement and influence by China, this both bilaterally as well as multilaterally that could further 
Chinese long-term influence in the region.  
 
Multilateralism and national agendas in Central Asia 
Multilateralism has grown much more in importance in Chinese foreign and security policy. The 
Shanghai Cooperation Organization is one of the multilateral tools that China has at its disposal to 
increase stability in the region, but also to increase its own influence. It is evident that China is the 
driving force behind SCO; Russia is less interested much due to its own regional engagements with 
the Central Asian states, and SCO is viewed with some skepticism. Russia has been eager to establish 
multilateral ties with the Central Asian states (excluding China, EU, and the U.S.), particularly in the 
energy field, in which it has achieved limited success, and the security sector with significantly more 
impact.  
 
There have been a number of regional attempts initiated by Russia with some success that have aimed 
at strengthening Russian leverage over Central Asia, such as the Commonwealth of Independent 
States (CIS) in 1991, the Eurasian Economic Community (EEC or EurAsEC) in 2002, and the 
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) in 2002. These organizations were designed to 
promote specifically Russian interests and have effectively circumvented any involvement from 
other significant actors such as China and the United States. The Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
(SCO) from 2001 (derived from the Shanghai Five from 1996) includes both Russia and China, but 
has arguably only been accepted by Russia for the purpose of monitoring the Chinese expansion into 
the region. The reality has become that SCO has subsequently developed a more independent role 
and this has increased the Chinese influence in the region and for this reason Russian trust in the 
SCO has been limited.13 Accordingly, Russia has been reluctant to allow SCO to play a more direct 
role in the creation of true multilateral structures because China has the leading role in this 
organization and, if further developed, SCO could be seen as a competing organization to the CIS. 
Nevertheless, the SCO has emerged as the most interesting regional organization in Central Asia 
with the potential to establish multilateral structures that could make deep inroads as regards regional 
integration. This is partly due to the fact that China then could rely on SCO rather than pursue 
bilateral strategies with individual states. Since most of the Central Asian states are small, this would 
make it more effective to deal with them multilaterally over time; but also a more regional 
engagement would be potentially perceived as less threatening to the Central Asian states and to 
Moscow that looks towards Beijing with great suspicion.  
 
Elsewhere the SCO has been portrayed as an anti-Western organization or even a counter-
organization to NATO. The reality is far from this, and even if it has interesting security aspects, 
Russia has viewed it as a structure to control China, while China views it more as a tool to increase 
influence in the region but without unduly provoking the concern of Russia or the regional states. 
This enables China to have more influence over the process but more significant is that the 
multilateral security cooperation is more of a window dressing than has real military impact. Thus 
while China strives to increase security multilateralism within SCO, the success has been modest. 
This is very much dependent on the inherent competition and lack of real reasons for cooperation 
between Russia and China; currently the main reasons for cooperation are external, i.e. tensions with 
foreign powers, with there being few grounds for sustaining deeper cooperation should China’s 
relations with the international community improve. Russia has thus become a partner of necessity 
and not choice.  
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Increased multilateralism is within the new security (as well as economic) strategy for China in the 
region, and it is likely that multilateral security cooperation will increase, not least to create regional 
security structures that exclude unwanted participation from the United States and Europe.14 The 
SCO plays an important role in multilateral military exercises but it is unlikely that we will see it 
develop into an organization that promotes military security, the reason being that Russia and China 
distrust each other and the CA states view each other with even greater suspicion. Combating 
organized crime is even more problematic – the problem threatens the very fabric of the CA states – 
as the political classes and law enforcement authorities in a few of the states are directly involved in 
organized crime and thus have little or no interest in combating what is a lucrative business. The 
greatest value SCO could have is as an anti-terrorist structure: each of the member states has major 
issues with alleged terrorist organizations and there is a strong government to government support in 
combating terrorism, and it could even in some cases be relevant for government security to combat 
terrorists multilaterally.  
 
Military cooperation through CIS and CSTO is still most important in Central Asia, much due to the 
track dependency involved in military affairs but also to the fact that Russia has been one of the few 
states willing to sell to the Central Asian states with few limitations. Yet this is arguably a large drain 
on its resources because Russia currently has major difficulties in replenishing its own accounts and 
does not have extensive financial resources to spend in Central Asia. Moreover, Moscow lacks a 
clear and unified vision about the future of regional structures such as CSTO and CIS, which cripples 
the potential of these organizations.15 As noted before, the military exercises are crucial for the 
Central Asian governments since these will both train them for possible domestic unrest and secure 
Russian support to counter such events. This was particularly noticeable after the Tsentr-2011 
exercises, which involved 12,000 mostly Russian soldiers. Although publicly presented as an 
antiterrorist exercise, it had all the characteristics (in terms of armament, size of troops, and strategy) 
of fighting a more traditional conflict, potentially aimed at securing friendly governments in the 
region. Neither the exercises in themselves nor their political outcome have been very clear among 
the participating states, leading to distrust among some of the smaller states concerned about 
aggression from more powerful states, not least Russia. 
 
The view of multilateralism between China and Russia differs greatly, much because China views it 
from a position of strength and Russia from a position of decline. China is more interested in 
stabilizing states, increasing economic development, and increasing international trade and 
interaction (even if not necessarily at the Chinese expense). Russia on the other hand has a more 
traditional position of political control and military cooperation per se and views China’s return to 
CA as a zero-sum game. It seems unlikely that stronger multilateral security cooperation will develop 
as long as China and Russia stand so far from each other on principal issues. China has relatively 
recently therefore turned to international initiatives, such as the Istanbul Process, for support in 
stabilizing the region. As long as the multilateral initiatives support national sovereignty, political 
reconciliation (in a broader way than the West normally would accept), strong focus on economic 
reconstruction, no foreign influence, and the acceptance that China will not put boots on the ground 
they will have strong support from Beijing. 16  That said, there is significant skepticism that 
international initiatives are used to sustain foreign influence in the target states as well as a directed 
against China’s legitimate role among its neighbors. Accordingly, if China’s support is to be 
sustained it would need reassurances on the aforementioned concerns. Furthermore, as China 
becomes more capable and resourceful it is potentially a possibility that China will become less eager 
to cooperate in what could be considered its own backyard and is likely to be more assertive in its 
demands and actions.  
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Security and military cooperation 
China’s broad security goal in the CA region is to create stable and friendly regimes that support 
China in its strategy of combating the “three evils” – and also which prevents separatists from gaining 
a foothold in CA and Xinjiang – as well as securing trade and business in and beyond the region. 
China has today engaged all states in the region in security dialogues and has increased security 
cooperation, both through the SCO and more importantly bilaterally. While China’s traditional focus 
in the security field has been to eradicate the so-called three evil forces, it has also changed to become 
more about stabilizing the neighboring region than to combat each and every group – in thus doing, 
minimizing the support for radical groups in Xinjiang and so indirectly reducing tensions. This 
strategy also has a geopolitical component to it; by engaging the CA states they become more 
dependent on Chinese aid and collaboration, which in the long term increases China’s influence in 
the region. China is still largely an external actor and has no military bases in CA. 17 This is to a great 
extent because of the unwillingness of Russia to allow it, but also because it would put the PLA in a 
difficult public relations position where the “March West” could suddenly be interpreted as Chinese 
hegemonic assertiveness. Moreover there has not so far been a security situation that would require 
establishment of military bases or even military solutions in CA, and, even so, the current capacity 
of the Chinese military would benefit very little from forward looking bases in CA. This as China 
strategically has little to gain from a presence in the region and it would risk China being dragged 
into regional conflicts it could not afford to be engaged in.  
 
Short term the goal of combating terrorism and extremism in its neighborhood is more tangible but 
likely to be more difficult to accomplish than the long-term goal of influence. According to the 
Ministry of State Security in China, Al Qaeda and the Taliban have trained a large number of Uighur 
separatists from Xinjiang in Afghanistan and Pakistan.18 Even if the size of the groups and who has 
done the training is debatable, it is evident that there is some flow of people between Xinjiang and 
the CA region. The number of Uighur separatists trained in Greater Central Asia (primarily in 
Pakistan and Afghanistan) is arguably not as high as that which has been cited in Chinese sources 
but there is a real fear in China that this could be the case and the spread of radicalization is viewed 
worryingly.19 As a result a great deal of military support has been extended to SCO and the individual 
states to combat the growing extremisms and terrorism which would include alleged Uighur 
separatists but also organizations that could support them over time.  
 
China has boosted military aid to all CA states, even if still in relative terms it remains modest. China 
has pledged large boosts in military aid to Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, the two Central Asian states 
most affected by internal strife, and in September 2014 the Kyrgyz Armed Forces announced that 
China would give 100 million RMB in aid; this comes on top of newly constructed apartment 
buildings for officers that China has built.20 And in April 2014, Defense Minister Chang Wanquan 
pledged “hundreds of millions of dollars” for new uniforms and training for the police in Tajikistan.21 
Similar projects are ongoing in all CA states, and the Chinese National Defense University as well 
as other military organizations in China have seen a great increase in visitors and students from the 
CA states. China has also begun a modest arms sale to the CA region as well as military aid. Currently 
this is primarily in light weapons, such as sniper rifles to Uzbekistan, and military equipment, such 
as flak jackets and night vision equipment and vehicles, but more substantial systems are being 
considered.22 As the Chinese arms trade increases it is likely to undercut the Russian prices and 
provide “copied” Russian and independently developed Chinese technology at a lower price.  
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The new military aid and collaboration is not only to combat radical organizations such as the Islamic 
Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU), Turkistan Islamic Party (TIP), Hizb-ut-Tahrir, and East Turkestan 
Islamic Movement (ETIM), but also to strengthen the very institutions that deal with security issues. 
Some of these radical organizations have a presence in Afghanistan or Pakistan while others have a 
more local presence in Central Asia and are more political in nature than military. The distinction 
between the different organizations is difficult to make and the states differ largely on the relative 
importance they ascribe to the different organizations in terms of threat they pose to state security. 
There is also little common understanding how to act to prevent further radicalization: the only 
common denominator is that all states in CA as well as China and Russia have a common interest in 
preventing the spread of extremist organization as well as unwanted opposition alike.  
 
Yet, the failure to agree on how to manage direct security threats and how to approach the long-term 
security challenges, bilaterally or multilaterally, are a challenge that has crippled security cooperation. 
Each state mistrusts the other and upholding national sovereignty is so strong that practical 
cooperation has been difficult. Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev has suggested an intra-SCO 
dialogue on the future of Afghanistan as it will be central for the CA region, but there seems to be 
little constructive agreement. China, and the other states, has rather resorted to bilateral measures by 
giving limited support to the Tajik police and Afghan security forces to assist those countries in an 
effort to contain the possible spread of Afghan extremism in the event of an international pullout 
from that country.  
 
China’s security diplomacy has traditionally been bilateral but increasingly SCO has grown to 
become a more important, even if in relative terms still weak. In fact, it has been argued that the SCO 
security structures are embryonic and the security development is only symbolic.23 Agreements and 
consultations are primarily bilateral due to the failure to agree among the SCO member states even 
if consultations are done on a more multilateral basis such as in SCO and the trilateral consultations 
between Pakistan, Afghanistan, and China. It is safe to say that coordinating foreign policy targets 
among the members has been less than successful and the economic integration has been very weak. 
The interesting exception, despite modest, is the development of the anti-terrorist center in Tashkent 
(RATS), even if criticism has emerged that the combat of terrorism is equally used in the Central 
Asian states in combating opposition. RATS has been relatively successful in coordinating national 
anti-terrorist activities and sharing of information among the members but exaggerating its impact 
so far would not be wise.24 However, RATS will only be as effective as its member states allow it to 
be, and currently there is very little trust between the member states and not least Russia and China 
that will cripple any deeper engagement.25  
 
On paper, there have been an impressive number of military exercises between SCO member states 
(as well as involving China bilaterally with individual states). In August 2003, the first multilateral 
military exercise was held between China and Central Asian states; this was preceded by a bilateral 
exercise with Kyrgyzstan in 2002. This has since grown to encompass more than 25 exercises over 
time of which the exercises “2013 Peace Mission” and the “Naval Interaction 2013” were in many 
ways milestones of military cooperation in the region.26 Thus, CA has been the testing ground for 
multilateral security cooperation and has as such been relatively successful compared to other regions; 
and China is increasingly eager to improve and extend its security cooperation.27 But in looking at 
their content it is clear that the outcomes have been less impressive. It is striking that the structure of 
some of the exercises seems to be more geared towards preventing outside actors from gaining access 
and, to a lesser degree, on how to stabilize a small state than on only combating terrorism.  
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China’s challenges in CA 
When discussing Chinese military capability, it is necessary to point out that despite significant 
increases, albeit arguably not sufficient, in the Chinese military budget, not much is directed towards 
Greater Central Asia. Rather the focus of Chinese military development has been on bolstering the 
navy and developing anti-ship cruise missiles, counter-space weapons, and long-range missiles.28 
This is in contrast to the kind of forces, resources, and equipment required in China’s western regions. 
Indeed, the challenges emanating from CA are rather asymmetric in nature involving mainly non-
traditional security threats that require a different response. A more detailed discussion of the Chinese 
military capability in CA is included in the references as it is not a direct question for this hearing.29  
 
The greatest security challenge for China over time will be the weakness of the states in CA and the 
radicalization of the societies, 30  not least if the security situation in Afghanistan continues to 
deteriorate which would result in that Central Asia would increasingly be a transit hub for organized 
crime and radical groups. As a result, instability will increase in the region and there will be a growing 
threat of the aforementioned “three evils” spilling over into China. Indeed, in the context of increased 
instability and criminalization, the trafficking of drugs and other illegal commodities has already 
increased with a concomitant drop in the price of heroin in the border region of western China—the 
latter a site of growing drug abuse and rampant corruption as a result. The official view from the 
Chinese government is that this is primarily a domestic issue for the CA states. But the tide is turning 
and among scholars there is a great deal of fear that the weak economies and lack of political 
legitimacy could further destabilize the region and China’s borders as criminalization and 
radicalization tend to merge in the CA region.31  
 
In spite of yearly military exercises with the Central Asian states, Beijing has failed to establish more 
effective security cooperation. This failure is a reflection of the fact that the region is only of 
secondary interest for China as well as skepticism and fear on the part of China’s neighbors including 
Russia. However, despite its still relatively limited security engagement, China has nonetheless 
emerged as the fastest growing security actor in the region, especially in terms of multilateral 
engagement, even if it still lags far behind Russia and the United States. The military exercises within 
the framework of the SCO are good examples of how China is very much the driving force behind 
the strengthened multilateralism in the region.32 China has not been a major provider of hardware, 
despite emerging sales of light weapons, but rather driving the development towards military 
multilateralism, arguably to avoid challenging Russia on a bilateral basis. This is very much a part 
of the strategy to increase its power as an agenda-setting (话语权 huayuquan) state and in CA they 
are encouraged to be in the driving seat of multilateralism, even if Russia is opposing such a 
development, and the problem is rather that China has become a hegemon when it comes to agenda 
setting by virtue of the lack of interest or ability by other actors.  
 
The Russian factor 
Russia’s attempt to regain the military, economic, and political clout in what Russian foreign minister 
Andrey Kozyrev termed its “near abroad” (ближнее зарубежье) in the early 1990s has been 
partially successful, especially in the energy sector. To accomplish this, Russia has been trying to 
regain control of much of the crucial transport infrastructure both in terms of trade and oil/gas 
infrastructure. Moreover, military cooperation between Russia and the Central Asian states continues 
to be high; no other country approaches the level of security cooperation that Russia has had with the 
region. In other areas, such as trade in general, Russia’s position remains secondary to that of China, 
much to Russia’s chagrin.33  
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The military field is the single area in which Russia retains significant control compared to China 
and the United States. Despite some inroads from Washington (military bases) and Beijing (weapon 
sales and exercises), Russia maintains close military links with Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and 
Kyrgyzstan. These regional influences have proven strongest in terms of weapons sales and the 
security leverage, particularly after the expected withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan. The 
committee for Military and Economic Cooperation (ICMEC) forms part of the strategy for closer 
integration of the military-industrial complexes in the region, a process highly subsidized by Russia. 
ICMEC was created in 2005 to systematize cooperation in military technology and make military 
integration more effective by controlling both purchases and development of new technology, 
something that has not been fully realized due to the suspicion the Central Asian states have shown 
towards Russia. Yet, such connections have given Russia sizable leverage. Even if there is a decline 
in trade figures and military control, it has been hard and will continue to be difficult for Central Asia 
to escape the Russian grip. Notwithstanding, the current trend has been a limitation of Russia’s 
influence in the military arena due to Chinese sales to the region and the increased military 
cooperation with other states such as China through bilateral attempts as well as SCO and the United 
States through the Partnership for Peace initiative. Accordingly, it would appear unrealistic for 
Russia to return to its former preeminent position of strength in the military sphere.  
 
Central Asia could be regarded as a weathervane for Sino-Russian relations and the long-term 
prospects do not look good. The reasons for closer cooperation and continued friendship are to a 
large extent based on the perception of the external threat and exclusion. Trade is decreasing and 
Russia is arguably degrading into a more aggressive and closed society as China is increasingly 
becoming more open (albeit not politically) society. The concept of security and even the 
functionality of SCO differs between the two states: China is focusing more on building long-term 
security through institution building and strengthening of national governments, while Russia is 
utilizing weak governments and failed institutions to exert control. Even if both are non-democratic 
systems, China’s is based on a meritocracy and strong institutions (even with high levels of 
corruption) but Russia’s is increasingly succumbing to kleptocracy and institutional decay. The 
separation between Russia and China will increase as the differences in society and governments 
increases exponentially.  
 
Chinese Success in Perspective 
China’s Grand Strategy is accomplished to a higher degree in CA than in any other region, with 
China able to shape its external environment (塑造) with significant support for its core interests in 
CA, such as combating the “three evils.” Moreover, it has been able to create a global outreach—
that is, CA helps China to break out of its perceived encirclement and to reach out to Europe and the 
Middle East through its “March Westward” policy. Whereas relations with the U.S. remain an 
insecure area (重中之重), China hopes to build a better working relationship, not least in Afghanistan. 
The problem is that China is not willing to share the burden equally (seen from a western perspective) 
as the operation looks today but rather would like to use the United States as a proxy for 
implementation of its softer policy. This is not in the interest of the U.S. or any other actor that would 
like to see a greater Chinese engagement in peace enforcement operations, something that China is 
not willing to do. This is a division of interest that currently prevents any multilateral coordination 
including China in the security domain. However, there are major overlaps where the U.S. and China 
could cooperate in terms of increased trade in the region, not least to establish economic prosperity 
and structurally prevent radicalization through strengthening institutions dealing with the challenges. 
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Terrorism and organized crime are other areas where there is common understanding of the problem, 
even if not necessarily in how to deal with the challenges. It would be useful to further engage the 
SCO and RATS in international cooperation and training, not least to strengthen structures that are 
relatively weak and could be of regional and international importance. It could be argued that China’s 
long-term interest overlap more with the U.S. than with Russia, even if the short-term strategic Sino-
Russian cooperation is to continue. However, it the Sino-Russian relations in CA are a weathervane 
for its overall relations the cooperation will be increasingly difficult to maintain.  
 
Direct involvement in the region, such as boots on the ground, is not possible at the moment for 
China which rather aims at providing greater support for institutionalization, economic development, 
as well as strengthening of security organizations to assist the CA government to manage their own 
problems. In so doing, China hopes that it can kill with a borrowed sword “借刀杀人” (jiedao 
sharen) and keep radicalism and terrorism from infiltrating China, while in Afghanistan there is a 
hope that the U.S. will maintain its presence until a more stable transition strategy has been 
established. The Chinese strategy is to strengthen the individual states, as well as the multilateral 
institutions, to the extent that they can resolve their domestic issues by themselves. The limitations 
to this strategy are several, however, not least the weakness of the CA states, rampant corruption, 
and the criminalization of state institutions. Moreover, even with strengthened national institutions 
it is far from certain that they will move in a direction that is in the Chinese national interest, or for 
that matter the U.S. 
 
The security cooperation between China and the states in CA has increased significantly over the 
years and China is very much assisting the CA states to sharpen the sword they hope they can utilize. 
The exchanges between the NDUs of each country have increased exponentially and it has been a 
direct strategy to assist officers and higher officials. This said, the lingua franca among the security 
services in the region is Russian and up to now material and training has been exclusively Russian, 
a situation that is changing but slowly. Both the U.S. and China have a common interest in breaking 
the Russian domination in the security sector but neither has the interest nor the ability to commit 
the resources to commit to this.  
 
The reality is that the PLA and China’s security policy in CA and Xinjiang is in a state of muddling 
through. China has come much further in some aspects in CA than in any other region but in others 
China is facing challenges that there are no good solution to if the Chinese non-intervention policy 
is to remain. Therefore we should not expect any major initiatives in the region. This does in no way 
indicate that China is not interested in CA or is engaging the region. China is today in better control 
of the agenda setting but there is very little opportunity to create any substance in these agendas 
despite Chinese eagerness as it lacks partners in the region that are willing to deal with the security 
challenges. China will oppose any peace enforcement initiatives but are seeking good means of 
creating a sustainable strategy in CA. China could potentially be a spoiler of U.S. initiatives in the 
region but as long as China is informed and the initiatives are in line with international law, there is 
little reason for China to destabilize any initiatives. On the contrary, China is today welcoming 
international initiatives to secure the region, at least in the short and medium term.  
 
Recommendations 

1. Central Asia is not a priority region for any state but for that very reason increased Sino-U.S. 
security cooperation could be possible and should be sought out with realistic aims how far such 
cooperation could develop.  
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a. Sino-U.S. relations are less tense in CA than in any other region surrounding China 
and China is more willing to seek new cooperative solutions here as they realize that 
their own ability and experience is limited. Moreover, it is not as strategically or 
emotionally important as the Yellow Sea or the South China Sea.  

b. The stabilization of the CA would also have positive effects on some of the close 
friends of China, such as Pakistan and Iran, which could work positively on other U.S. 
priorities.   

c. Cooperation should primarily be done through multilateral channels and focus on non-
interventions and supporting local governments. China is reluctant to engage in any 
major operation that could force them to act militarily or bilaterally.  

d. U.S. and China share concerns about the spread of radicalization and extremism and 
it would be useful to engage China in the Istanbul Process or the UN Joint Plan for 
Action for Central Asia. This is in line with the current Chinese strategy and Premier 
Li Keqiang has voiced China’s appreciation of these initiatives.  
 

2. China is currently the most constructive actor with influence in the region (excluding the U.S. and 
the international forces in Afghanistan) and the U.S. would benefit greatly if it increased its 
cooperation with China in the economic and security area.  

a. China is driving both the economic development as well as the infrastructural 
development that could tie CA to other regions, such as Europe and the Middle East. 
China has become the largest trading partner in the region but CA is not crucial for 
China, even if it is for Xinjiang, but oil from Middle East and commercial trade with 
EU is. 

b. Closer cooperation with China could decrease the Russian influence in the security 
sector but it is important to remember that the CA states are not ready to exchange one 
overlord against a new one.  

c. The limitations are many but the primary one is that any engagement needs to be a 
multilateral initiative under the UN or under a regional structure and China would not 
be ready to engage in more assertive operations, such as peace enforcement.  

d. The U.S. would need to reassure China that initiatives (bilateral and multilateral) are 
not to establish a long-term U.S. foothold or to contain China.  
 

3. The U.S., as any other state, will have to be realistic about its goals in CA. The region is not a 
priority for China or the U.S. and the only way to have long-term positive impact is to cooperate, 
as the financial and political commitments will be relatively modest compared to the needs.  

a. Due to the budgetary and political restrictions and limitations in engagement the U.S. 
should primarily focus on security cooperation such as training and military 
exchanges, strengthening institutions and infrastructural development. It would be 
unrealistic to see the U.S. take a much larger security engagement, much due to the 
Russian dominance but also due to consideration of other regions of greater strategic 
importance.  

b. Similarly China is reluctant to put boots on the ground and it would very much be a 
common interest to strengthen security structures within each Central Asian state so 
that they will not be dominated by a declining and aggressive Russia.  
 

4. The U.S. would benefit from increased bilateral security cooperation with Uzbekistan, 
Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan. Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan are arguably too closely aligned with 
Russia for any significant cooperation to occur.  
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a. The CA states are interested in preventing one hegemon (Soviet Union) being by 
another (China). The “third” neighborhood policy, i.e. diversification, is becoming 
more important when reaching out to non-regional actors. 

b. The CA institutions are weak and easy to coopt by organized crime, corruption and 
easy to radicalize. Efforts to strengthen and influence security structures should be 
high on the agenda for the U.S. and Europe.  

c. Strengthening government institutions is crucial to avoid further destabilization of the 
region and China has taken the lead but democratic states should also engage CA. The 
result of this could long-term be strengthened democratic institutions but short term 
preventing state failure. The key to stronger and more open institutions is connecting 
CA to international trade and multilateral institutions. A trade that is increasingly 
going east now.  

d. To diversify the trade it would paradoxically be useful to improve and connect to the 
infrastructural work China has initiated. This would connect CA with South Asia, 
Middle East and Europe. This would create viable alternative trade patterns for CA 
and decrease Russian influence over time.  
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The question is if China has been engaged in creating a strategy of the Empty Fortress (空城) (tricking the enemy to assume 
that they are weak when they are strong), but I would argue that China in fact is doing the opposite (feigning strength when 
weak). This relative weakness is all too apparent when travelling around the military regions in China and much more in 
the way of human resources as well as materiel is needed before China, if it is willing, is to engage beyond its western 
borders. In fact, Scobell et al. have pointed out that the Lanzhou Military region is the most porous region of China in terms 
of the ability to defend, with 220,000 troops defending a 3.4 million square kilometer area, which furthermore borders 
unstable neighbors. China is very reluctant to be caught up in its own strategy of luring the enemy deep within (诱敌深入
), and assisting or controlling any country in the GCA would be resource intensive, something the allied forces have realized 
in Afghanistan. China does simply not have the boots on the ground, willingness, or the experience to manage such an 
operation. The scenarios that plausibly could force China to act and use PLA units would be peace enforcement, assisting 
failing states, or potentially conducting surgical strikes against groups that have attacked or could attack China. Even in 
these scenarios Chinese action is currently unlikely and there would have to exist a serious threat to China before the PLA 
would be authorized or willing to act. An example of the lack of Chinese willingness to act is the reaction to the uprisings 
in Kyrgyzstan in 2010. While Russia intervened to stabilize the situation, it was never on the agenda for China to follow 
step. Thus rather than intervening in conflicts external to it, maintaining secure borders is of greater concern for China.  
The two largest units in LMR are the 21st Group Army based in Gansu and the 47th Group Army based in Shaanxi, both 
situated far away from Xinjiang’s western border and arguably not equipped for fighting terrorists outside of China or 
stabilizing any bordering states. In the largest military district in China, Xinjiang, there are only four motorized infantry 
divisions (4th, 6th, 8th and 11th as well as two artillery divisions). It should be noted that these divisions are comparatively 
well trained and motivated but are insufficient to be an effective force outside of China if they were to engage in peace 
enforcement, assisting a failing state, or even conducting a surgical operation against groups targeting China.  
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